
Mail Merge Directory Tutorial 
Necessary Documents: 

Contact List 

Microsoft Word 

 

Standard Template: 

 
1- Open Microsoft Word to a blank document 

2- Go to Mailings 

3- Click on Start Mail Merge  

4- Click on Step by Step Mail Merge Wizard 

5- Select the document type (Directory) 

6- Use the current document if you are planning on creating your own template 
If not, select start from a template to use a pre-made format, or start from an existing 
document. 
 

7- Select Recipients: 

If your Contact list was formatted on anything other than Outlook, select the Use an existing 
list option. Browse your computer for your list. 

8- Arrange your directory: 
 This option exists as a reminder for you to create the layout for your mail 

merge. If you need a header, create that now. 
 If you want specified spaces for your information, create a table.  

• If your directory is going to be monochromatic or is going to repeat the 
same pattern throughout, you only need to create ONE row. Do not 
create a table of 200 rows and 5 columns. That is unnecessary. This mail 
merge exists to save you the trouble of doing exactly that. 

• If you want your table to have alternating patterns per row, create a 
table with the number of different rows that you would like before the 
pattern repeats itself. 



o For example, I want a directory with alternating shades of white 
and gray per row. Since my directory only has two colors, I only 
need to create two rows. Once I finalize my mail merge 
directory, the entire thing will alternate in both shades. 
 

9- Back to Mailings: 
Now, return to Mailings, and click on ‘insert your mail merge fields’ so that you can now 
manually insert your mail merge fields into the appropriate spaces on your table. 
 

10- Home Address Column: 
On your standard template (non-confidential), under your Home Address Column, insert the 
Home_Address field followed by enter, for spacing purposes. Then insert Home_City field and 
follow that with a comma only if the field contains data. Next insert Home_State and Zip_Code 
separated by a space. 
 

11- Phone Column 
For the Phone Column, insert Home_Phone field followed by enter. This is also for spacing 
purposes. If Cell_Phone field contains data, then insert with a “C” before it.  

If you refer to the Rules tab, you will see the If Then option. This option will allow you to 
only customize data where it appears on the list, and will appear as a blank place where 
there is no data. The If Then field will only place data based on your preferences, and 
allows you to replace it with other data (or simply none) if you wish.  

12- Finishing Touches 
• If you are working with two or more rows, once you begin the second row, click on 

‘Rules’ and then ‘Next record’ in order to move on to the next set of information for 
your template. 

• If you do not click on this inserting your mail merge fields, the same information will 
repeat itself once you merge the document. Instead of having one row stating A’s 
information, and one row stating B’s information, there will be two rows stating A’s 
information. This will be reflected in your merged document. 

 
 Once you have your mail merge fields, you are ready to create your directory. 

 

 

 

 

 



Confidential Template: 

 

Note:  

Changing the color of your field will automatically change the color in your 
directory. 
 

Confidential Home Address:  

1- Place Confidential Address (in red) underneath the regular Home Address. 
2- For all other confidential fields, place in desired columns. 

Cell Phone Data: 

3- You will also need a “C” in front of the confidential cell phone number in order to distinguish it 
from a house number. This can be done using the If Then option once again, or you can insert 
each “C” manually into the document. To insert manually, simply place a “C” in red in front of 
every cell phone data entry. 


	Changing the color of your field will automatically change the color in your directory.

